
OUT OF TOWN 
By Mistress Carol 

 
Part 1 

 
Hello my Hypno Slaves. I woke this morning after spending a very 
enjoyable couple of days with one of my personal slaves. We had 
corresponded and he informed me that he would be travelling overseas for 
a couple of months and that he would be unavailable to visit and worship 
me. Although I do have several personal slaves who visit my domain, 
physically, he in particular is a slave I enjoy fucking with very much. He is 
one of the rare people who will take and appreciate everything I give him. 
 After we spoke for a while, I decided that he should come and visit 
on Friday just a couple of days before he was to go out of town. He eagerly 
agreed and informed his wife that he would need to spend some time at the 
office on Friday evening completing paperwork before his trip. I scheduled 
him to arrive at noon on Friday and forbid him to be late. He does know 
better than to keep me waiting and has the scars to prove it. All of my 
preparations were made for his visit, including not informing him of any of 
the details of what I was planning. 
 When noon arrived I heard a quiet knock at my front door and 
proceeded to open it. I stood there dressed in five inch black spiked heeled 
shoes. My legs were clad in black stockings and secured with a black lace 
garter belt. I wore my knee length leather skirt that has the split it up the 
side. This allows the slave to see the top of one of my stocking clad legs. 
Above the waist I wore my black leather bra, my favorite, although it will 
soon need replacing. Covering the bra was my neatly pressed white 
blouse, un-buttoned to just below my breasts, exposing a large amount of 
my cleavage. My make up was immaculate with dark liner and a very subtle 
light grey eye shadow to highlight my eyes. My lips were my favorite dark 
and my hair was pulled back and secured in a small bun. I did leave a small 
piece of hair on either side of my face to frame it. 
 His mouth dropped open when he saw me and he stammered “I 
adore you, Mistress”, which is the standard greeting all of my slaves must 
use before dropping to there knees and kissing my shoes or boots. Once 
he had finished with his greeting I ushered him into the house and 
proceeded to lead him to my consultation room. I dimmed the lights of the 
consultation room and it was quite dark. Crossing to the large padded 
couch I sat at one end and beckoned him to join me, naked. He dropped all 
of his clothing right next to the door before coming to me. I lay his head in 
my lap with his legs stretched out along the couch. It was at this time I 
noticed he was breathing excitedly, and this is not practical when trying to 
hypnotize him, as that was my plan. Talking calmingly to him I reduced his 
breathing to a slow rhythmic, in and out. Once he was in this state then I 
asked if he would like me to hypnotize him. Obviously he agreed and that 



was very quickly stated. I responded “good” then slave laid back and 
stared up into my eyes. I then began to hypnotize him slowly, drawing him 
down.   During the induction I produced a large red crystal and placed it 
between my breasts. He then focused on the crystal moving up and down 
as I breathed, my soothing words taking him deeper and deeper into 
trance. It took only a few minutes to put him under as he has been 
hypnotized by me many times. I wanted to take him very deep to activate 
some triggers I buried very deep into his subconscious previously. As his 
breathing slowed down almost to a stop, I knew he was deep enough for 
me to trip the triggers. The first trigger word is CONTROL.  When I use this 
trigger his personality changes completely and he becomes completely 
and totally submissive, this being a change from his daily life. Once 
triggered by the word CONTROL he is completely under my control and will 
do anything I ask of him. I then conditioned him to the fact he would be 
moving position from the couch and that he would not come out of trance 
but drop deeper when doing so. When I was satisfied I had complete and 
total control, I asked him to sit up and wait for my return. 
 Once out of the room I changed out of my therapist clothing and 
donned my military officer uniform which includes my tight military tunic 
and cap. A large leather and crystal collar hung around my neck and I 
switched out my spiked heeled shoes for a pair of spiked heeled platform 
boots. These are my most comfortable boots and they go all the way up to 
my inner thighs and comfort was key as I planned on being in them for the 
rest of the evening. I chose not to wear a skirt or panties as the tunic is 
long and acts like a short dress. Once ready I returned to the consultation 
room and to my waiting subject. I approached him and found him just I had 
left him, completely out and still breathing deeply and slowly. I continued 
with the hypnosis, taking him deeper and reinforcing the CONTROL trigger 
I had placed previously. A Mistress can never have too much control. 
Satisfied with his responses to my questions I brought him back up out of 
trance. As he opened his eyes I could see the surprise on his face. Not only 
did he not know how long he had been out, but he was no longer in my lap 
and to top everything off, I stood before him in all of my commanding 
presence. “Follow me slave”, was the only command I spoke and I turned 
to head towards my dungeon. He obeyed silently with his head bowed and 
followed only a step behind me. Once at my dungeon door he fell to his 
knees and waited. This is one of my other rules. No slave enters my 
dungeon with me, they must be invited in, and they must always enter on 
their knees. After I entered I closed the door behind me and waited several 
minutes before I heard his knock at the door. He was behaving like all 
slaves should by allowing me to settle myself and not rush me. I get 
pleasure from this, knowing the willing, wanting, eager slave is out there on 
his knees on the cold stone floor. 
 I told him to enter and the door opened and he entered on his hands 
and knees. He crossed to the center of the room where I stood, and looking 
up into my eyes he greeted me by saying, “I adore you, Mistress”. After his 



greeting I ordered him to climb onto a nearby knee bench and face away 
from me. Once in the position I proceeded to use an enema kit to fill his ass 
with my cleaning solution. I require all of my slaves before any major 
session activity to be both clean on the inside as well as the outside. After 
filling his ass with liquid, I made him wait several more minutes before 
allowing him to leave and empty it. Once again I heard a knock on the door 
and I told him enter.  He greeted me as my adoring slave. When he had 
finished I pointed to the far side of the dungeon where I had ordered one of 
my other slaves earlier in the day to position a small leather covered 
bench. I told him to cross the room and stand next to the bench. He did so 
obediently and stood facing the wall with his head lowered. I have spent a 
great deal of time hypnotizing this slave imbedding not only commands 
and responses to commands in his brain, but also training him to know 
what it means to be my submissive. I have found that once I have triggered 
him using the CONTROL trigger, his behavior is exactly what I would 
expect from a devoted submissive slave. I know some of this is due to my 
programming of him but I also think he picks up behavior traits from the 
internet or watching DVD’s of other Dommes. 

While he stood facing the wall I fastened a leather harness around 
his waist. This is a special harness that has a large steel ring in the front, 
similar to a strap on harness, but in this case the ring is for the slave’s 
cock to be fed through. Once the slave has placed his cock through the 
ring another strap that hangs from the front is pulled between the slave’s 
legs and can be secured to the back of the harness at the waist. This is a 
custom piece made for me by slave P and allows me to secure whatever I 
desire in my slave’s ass. Today’s slave has a very tight asshole and it 
doesn’t seem to matter how much I stretch it, his asshole tightens back up 
again due to his visits being weeks apart. I took a medium sized butt plug 
from a nearby table. I have had problems in the past getting this into his 
ass but we had been working to widen him recently and I was able to slip 
the plug in with very little trouble. Once the plug was in place I buckled the 
strap that ran through his legs holding it securely in place. 

Done, I was able to proceed with what I had planned. Grabbing his 
face in my hands and forcing him to look into my eyes I delivered my 
command, “I want your ass in the air and exposed for me. Climb onto the 
bench and lay along it face down”. He obeyed without hesitation and 
positioned himself for me. I attached wrist cuffs and ankle cuffs, and then 
secured these to the legs of the bench. This bench is the perfect height for 
me.  I can straddle the slave and ride his face or cock, or as in this case, I 
can use a multitude of whips and canes on their backs and butts as I 
desire.  

I knew my slave was going overseas. I also knew he was not taking 
his wife as this was a business trip. With this in mind I had decided to give 
him something to remember me by. I took my cat with the leather tails and 
began working his back. Starting at the lower area, his most sensitive, and 
then worked up to his shoulders. I spent some time working his upper back 



until it was nice and red, stopping only for a moment so I could take a drink 
of my cabernet. Once I had tenderized his back I took my long black fingers 
nails that it had filed to a razor’s edge and started raking them up and down 
his reddened flesh. Do to the sharp edges of my nails; it wasn’t long before 
small trails of blood began to appear. I do enjoy watching a helpless slave 
squirm and moan under my touch and using my nails to draw blood always 
garners the reaction I’m looking for. With his back now bloody I began on 
his exposed ass, pushing forcefully on the strap, holding in the butt plug to 
ensure its security and placement. I then took my old school cane and with 
a swish and flick, I began tanning his ass. Now this slave has always been 
able to take my whipping and scratching but is a complete pussy when it 
comes to caning. It wasn’t long before I could tell by his body movements 
and high pitched cries, that I had reached and surpassed his limit. 
Crossing the room to a shelf I extracted a head harness.  This particular 
head harness has a blindfold attached with buckles and straps on either 
side for the Dominatrix to hold. Securing this on my slave’s head I buckled 
the blindfold removing his sense of sight completely. I ordered him to his 
feet. Standing upright made the blood from his back trickle to his butt and 
long angry red welts quickly rose to the surface. Such a pretty sight. 

Once on his feet and his balance returned to him, I led him by pulling 
him by his head harness across the room to my steel frame. Usually the 
sling is hung in this location, but earlier in the day it had been removed to 
leave this area completely open. Once under the frame my slave was forced 
to lie on his back with his arms towards his sides. I do love a good pussy 
sucking and this slave has a technique with his tongue that has yet to fail 
in getting me off. Unfortunately the slave knows the value of his tongue 
and I had decided to teach him a lesson for being presumptive enough to 
believe I could go a good tongue lashing. Talking to my slave about how 
much I enjoyed his tongue I could see his smile appear and knew that he 
was expecting me to squat down and ride his face to orgasm. I did, in plan, 
decide I would do that but not at this particular moment. I stood above his 
face and looked down to see him lick his lips in anticipation of my soft wet 
pussy. I heard him inhale with complete surprise and shock as I sat my 
pussy on his face. Instead of a soft wet pussy I covered his nose and 
mouth with my pussy wearing panties and a maxi pad that had been 
soaked in chloroform. He twisted his head this way and that as he 
struggled to draw a clean breath. Instead he drew chloroform fumes into 
his lungs and it was mere seconds before his struggling lessened and 
finally stopped. I like my slaves completely out when using chloroform so I 
sat there for almost a minute to ensure his complete capitulation. Finally 
convinced that he was completely under I rose and checked his breathing, 
deep and quiet, just how I like it. I then secured him in a spread eagle 
position attaching the wrist and ankle cuffs to the four uprights of the 
frame. Sitting comfortably on my throne I watched my slave slowly regain 
consciousness. Watching him waken, I crossed the room and slapped his 
face hard. “How dare you presume to know my wants, slave”, I bellowed at 



him taking him completely by surprise. He spluttered a “sorry Mistress” 
response. Continuing I bent down so my mouth was right next to his ear. 
“When I afford you the pleasure of bringing me to orgasm it is a great gift, 
one that must never be expected or taken for granted, do you understand?” 
I whispered. Once again he stammered his response, “Yes Mistress”. I 
spoke directly into his ear, “furthermore slave you live only to give me 
pleasure.  Any pleasure you glean from this is by pure accident, do you 
understand?” Again he spoke his apology and by his tone I determined it 
was genuine. Sitting up I gave his face another hard slap, just because the 
first had felt so good. 

Now that he was secured and spread eagled I could begin my torture 
of his nipples. To do this I have a variety of clamps and clips. My two 
favorites are forceps with large rubber tips. Don’t let the sound of rubber 
tips fool you. Once the forceps are closed the rubber really acts as a solid 
material. Placing one on each nipple I watched as he winced with the 
application of each. It is fun to apply these clamps but it is just as much 
fun, if not more, to remove them.  I secured the clamps then left them in 
place until the tip of the exposed nipple turned white indicating that all of 
the blood had politely left the area. I then twisted the clamps to provide 
more agony. With nerve endings on fire he became very responsive to the 
slightest stimulation. At this point I used my Wartenberg wheel on his 
nipples watching him squirm while being secured.  It is truly something to 
see and laugh at. Periodically I switched nipples and also delved down to 
his crotch area to run the points up and down his cock. It is strange that 
during this torture he always has a very erect cock and I usually see the 
cock become more erect as I increase the torture. With the his nipple tips 
completely white I removed the forceps one at a time, slowly, and watched 
the pain run across his face blood rushing back into the nipple. Two 
nipples means, twice the fun! I let him regain his composure before 
beginning again. This time I used the Japanese style nipple clamps. These 
clamps secure to the nipple and have a chain attached to them.  As I pull 
on the chain the clamps tighten. It is such fun to see how hard I can pull on 
these clamps before he cries out in pain. Maybe in the future I will loop the 
chain over the crossbar of the frame and attach weights to the chain to see 
how much weight his nipples can take (in the past I have attached over two 
pounds of lead to his balls using a parachute before he used his safe 
word). With the nipples at full stretch I ran my pinwheel up and down over 
the tender nipple area, relishing his moaning squirm. Becoming bored with 
the torture I decided to have a cigarette to relax. I am not a smoker but 
neither is this slave and I love to force him to inhale the smoke and use his 
lungs to filter the smoke for me. Again, I’m unsure why but this always 
causes him to get a huge erection, not that I am complaining.  I like to ride 
a stiff cock now and then. 

With the Japanese clamps removed I lay down next to my slave with 
my body touching his.  He does enjoy touch. I knew he could smell the 
smoke of the cigarette and had an idea of what was coming. I should 



mention at this point that during hypnosis sessions with this slave I have 
implanted many triggers, a couple of which are tied to smoking. For 
instance, if the slave feels a certain pressure on his forearm he responds 
by slightly opening his mouth and holding breath of smoke blown into his 
lungs until he receives the BLOW command. This works both in trance or 
out of trance. After inhaling the cigarette smoke into my mouth, but not my 
lungs, I grabbed his arm and leaned forward placing my mouth over his. I 
then exhaled the smoke contents into his lungs and moved my head away 
from his face. Watching him hold the smoke in his lungs for a few moments 
I then commanded him to “BLOW”. It is an amazing thing, as a hypnotist, to 
watch how responsive some slaves are to commands. The moment, and 
only at the moment he hears BLOW, does he exhale the smoke into the 
room. Smiling to myself I repeated the process. This time I held my mouth 
on his and instead of grabbing his forearm I let go. This time after inhaling 
my smoke he immediately blew the smoke back into my mouth. Once it was 
filled I grabbed his wrist and exhaled back into his lungs. Again he held the 
smoke allowing me to move my face away before I gave him the blow 
command. I noticed the ash was building up on the end of the cigarette so I 
employed another trigger and said, “ASHTRAY”.   At this command my 
slave opened his mouth wide ready to receive the ash. Flicking it into his 
opened mouth I looked down to see it sit on his tongue hearing a familiar 
faint sizzle. It rested there until I gave him the command to “SWALLOW”. 
He has been trained trough hypnosis to swallow anything I put in his 
mouth when I use this command. I will leave it up to your own imaginations 
to think of things I might have put there and forced him to swallow. This 
exchange continued until the cigarette was smoked. 

Checking to make sure his cock was hard; I stood over him to 
straddle his face.  It was now time for my pussy sucking. I lowered myself, 
grinding my pussy hard and fast into his face. Instantly he knew was what 
required as a slave and began to suck and lick my complete pussy and 
clitoris area. He is very deft at spreading my lips, using only his tongue and 
lips, and then positioning the tip of his tongue right at the tip of my clitoris. 
With the cunnilingus underway I relaxed and sat harder against his tongue, 
enjoying every stroke and lick as it caressed my clitoris. Every now and 
then I would let him steal a breath, helping him stay alive to suck and 
absorb all the juices, making the clitoris area and tongue dry so that the 
licking would be more effective. With his skill and attention to my pleasure, 
it wasn’t long before I began rocking back and forth on his face, forcing his 
head against the floor. The more I rocked and the more he licked, the closer 
I got to orgasm.  Finally it was too much and I was overcome with pleasure. 
The orgasm started at my clit but soon spread through my lower body and 
then upward. In a very short amount of time I shuddered and came, 
squirting my juices into his mouth and over his face. 

With my orgasmic moans ending he stopped licking and relaxed the 
tongue pressure allowing me to fully enjoy my climax. I sat on his face not 
moving for several minutes enjoying the afterglow. He continued to slowly 



slurp up the juices he could reach with his tongue and lips until I stood up. 
Looking down I saw his face completely slimed from my pussy. I knelt 
beside him and began to lick the juices and cum from his face, holding my 
nectar in my mouth. I then commanded “CUM MOUTH”, which is hard to do 
with a mouth full of my cum, but he dutifully obeyed and opened his mouth 
wide. I then deposited all of the cum I had gathered into his waiting hole. 
Then again I watched as he responded to the SWALLOW command and 
drank down my essence as his reward for a satisfactory pussy sucking. 

Sitting on my throne I finished my glass of wine and then returned to 
my waiting slave, for his day was far from over. Undoing his arms and legs 
from the frame while still leaving the leather cuffs in place, I released my 
slave from floor. Commanding him to stand I waited until he was 
completely on his feet with his balance completely restored. I then removed 
the head harness briefly giving him his sight back. He was then instructed 
to put in his I-pod ear buds and with this done I placed a rubber sensory 
deprivation hood over his head, once again removing his sight. This hood 
has a removable blindfold and mouth gag. I had chosen to leave the gag 
off, but the blindfold portion was in place. Secured, I led my blind slave 
from the room to one of the spare bedrooms. In this room he was 
instructed to lay on the bed and relax. Once he was comfortable and I could 
see his breathing was stable, I plugged in the I-pod. He was once again 
going to be hypnotized.  For this session I had chosen the recent recording 
‘Chloro Control’.  I knew he would go into deep trance while listening to 
this session. After the recording was started I left the room for a little 
dinner. 

The session he was listening to is over an hour long and this gave 
me plenty of time to have some cheese and cold cuts for my dinner. I 
wanted to return to my now hypnotized slave and break into the hypnosis 
session and take over live. I had done this many times and he was well 
accustomed to my live voice intruding on the recording. After I had eaten 
what I wanted, I placed the plate on the floor of the dining room so my 
slave could finish my leftovers and lick the plate clean. I also took this 
opportunity to prepare myself for the evening. I had planned on my slave 
spending the night even if he didn’t know it yet. For my evening attire I 
chose a pleather cat suit, nice, tight formfitting and comfortable to sleep in. 
I also chose my most comfortable thigh high boots. After all if the slave 
was to be lying at my feet I might as well have him lick and polish my 
boots. 

I returned to my slave to find him completely out and under my 
control. I had placed a splitter on the ear buds allowing me to attach a 
second set of headphones, which I now placed on myself so I could hear at 
what point of the recording he was at. Doing this would ensure the 
transition from recorded to live voice was as seamless as possible. I only 
had to wait a few minutes before the point at which I could enter the trance, 
and I switched off the I-pod and began with my deepening of his trance. I 
could see he was reacting to my live voice and falling deeper so I initiated 



the planting and reinforcing of one of his triggers. I had been working 
months with this slave on this trigger and it wasn’t long before I saw the 
necessary relaxation of his body that signified his acceptance of my words. 
This trigger, SLUT, is specially designed to make my slave lose all 
masculinity and release his feminine side. As I spoke to him I could see the 
physical aspect of his muscles in his body and face change as he became 
more feminine. It took another 30 minutes with me working this trigger to 
see his response deepening into his subconscious.  Satisfied with his 
acceptance I moved to the final portion of the trance. We have done many 
trances where I touch his body or ride his cock while he is completely 
under so he gets no satisfaction. This time I had a small surprise for him. 
Still deep in trance I asked him to spread his legs wide so I could access 
his cock and balls. When he was in the correct position I enclosed both his 
cock and balls in a chastity device, securing the device with a plastic seal. 
This task accomplished I then brought him up and back to the real world. 

 
End of Part 1. 


